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kaledo designer studio provides the design tools for style sketches, line drawings and bodies, and
facilitates the communication of technical specifications. the kaledo collection tool is designed
specifically for the fashion and textiles industry. the kaledo collection tool enables designers to
create seamless couture fashion and make design possible. the kaledo collection tool includes a best
fitfor garments and accessories, and provides a more efficient waytocommunicatetechnical
specifications, such as materials, fabrics and finishes. easy, effective and precise, kaledo style-3
helps you to create efficient and high-quality collections by providing all the necessary specifications
for the development of clothing. the new kaledo style-3 helps you to: design: manage: automate:
kaledo style was made for designers in all industries and, thanks to the new style-3, helps you to
manage all the technical specifications for your collection. kaledo style-3 provides the functionality
to quickly develop a collection, from the initial design, to the production, to the final inspection.
using kaledo style-3, you can manage your entire collection with one tool. this new version of kaledo
style also includes a new pattern system that lets you quickly create the technical specifications for
your products. the new pattern system for kaledo style-3 allows you to quickly and easily create
patterns for all your products. importing and exporting patterns, in addition to the ability to create a
pattern library, allows you to easily manage your patterns and share them with other designers.
kaledo style-3 includes new automatic preview for patterns and many other innovative features.
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kaledo import-export is a multi-purpose solution for managing fashion collections. it can be used for
importing patterns to kaledo style v1r1c9, from a selection of accepted file formats. exported files
can be used in the fashion design software as ready-made patterns, which can then be trimmed or
fitted in kaledo style v1r1c9. kaledo style v1r1c9 also allows the user to import pictures to create a
visual catalogue of an existing collection. kaledo collection v3r1c10 is a new software application
from lectra that helps designers to create a collection based on a pattern. in addition to pattern

import and design, kaledo collection v3r1c10 is used to develop and produce ready-to-wear fashion
collections. the new software can create fashion items from sketches, patterns and pictures. lectra

created kaledo knit v4r1 sp2 to allow designers to create knitwear collections from patterns. designs
can be generated from patterns that can be imported from the kaledo collection v3r1c10 software,

as well as from the kaledo print v3r1c10 software. a fabric calculator is included in the software.
kaledo weave v4r1 sp2 is a new software application that is used for creating yarn-dyed woven

fabrics. it includes features such as color management, pattern matching, color extractors, gradient
extractors and image matching. the software has a built-in catalogue editor. for customers who

prefer a more hands-on approach, lectra offers kaledo knit v4r1c12. this new software is the perfect
tool for knitwear designers. in addition to a variety of design and pattern editing tools, kaledo knit

v4r1c12 includes a variety of design functions, including the ability to print your own knitting
patterns. 5ec8ef588b
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